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The Iris, Old Street EPR is delighted to have won the Old Street Iconic Gateway  
‘Open Call for Design Ideas’ competition launched by Islington 
Council last December.

One of four winning design teams chosen by TFL and Islington 
Council, the competition called for ‘exciting, bold and iconic’ 
proposals for a new gateway structure or public artwork reflecting 
the area’s identity as a hub for digital innovation. EPR’s team of 
artists, public art curators, smart city tech pioneers, landscape 
architects, structural engineers and local charities, all worked 
collaboratively to produce proposals for their ‘metropolitan land 
art’ titled the Iris which saw off competition from 38 other longlisted 
design concepts following a public exhibition held in February 2018. 

Centred on an amphitheatre design which has been conceived as 
a space for escapism from the busy city, the Iris aims to transform 
the proposed peninsula into an interactive and inclusive place to 
gather, perform, meet, play and relax; acting as a beacon for smart 
city innovation and the iconic gateway of Old Street. 
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CONCEPT

The Old Street Iris is a piece of metropolitan 
land art which will transform the proposed 

peninsula into an interactive and inclusive place 
to gather, perform, play and relax, acting as a 

beacon for smart city innovation and the 
Old Street iconic gateway.

THE IRIS
The centre-piece of the proposal is an amphitheatre space called 

The Old Street Iris. Conceived as a space for escape from the busy city 
where surrounding noise will be pushed to the periphery, The Iris creates 
an enclosed oasis for calm reflection which will also act as an arena for 

performances, art installations and community events.

THE LENS
Suspended above The Iris is a new circular advertisement screen, 

providing the same area as the existing screens with enhanced visibility 
from the surrounding streets. The Lens will have a convex mirrored 

underside, similar to a fish-eye lens, which will give an engaging visual 
connection to the wider site as reflections of pedestrians and the 

surrounding traffic swirl around the peninsula.

EPR ARCHITECTS
Award-winning architectural studio with a track 

record for collaboration with artists and public realm

MARTIN RICHMAN
Internationally renowned artist based in Hackney, 

specialising in dramatic light installations and public art

WAYFINDR
A non-profit organisation which has 

created the world’s first standard 
for accessible audio navigation

MODUS OPERANDI
An independent arts unit who 

will create a site-wide cultural art 
strategy for The Old Street Iris

GILLESPIES
Award-winning landscape 

architecture and urban 
design practice

ENTUITIVE
Structural Engineers

STAGE ONE
Specialist Fabricators

MATERIALS COUNCIL
Material Research Specialists

SMART CITY TECHNOLOGY 
AND SUSTAINABILITY

PUBLIC 
INTERACTION
There will be 

opportunities for the 
public to influence the 
environment of the Iris 
and interact with the 
screen through the 

Iris mobile app.

SMART 
MATERIALS 

The hard surfaces 
of the site will have 

an innovative photo-
catalyst surface 

treatment which will 
reduce the NOX in the 

air by up to 15%.

PUBLIC 
AWARENESS

The air quality levels, 
reduction of NOX and 

the energy generation of 
the site will be displayed 

on the screen. 

WAY-FINDING
Wayfindr will use the 
site to showcase their 

pioneering open source 
way-finding technology.

AIR QUALITY 
MONITORING 

The air quality on the 
site will be measured by 
Bosch Air Quality Micro 

Climate Monitoring 
System.

ELECTRICITY 
GENERATION

There will be an array 
of photo-voltaic panels 

on the roof of the 
advertisement screen.

CONNECTIVITY
It is envisaged that 

the free WIFI which is 
provided at Old Street 
underground station 
is made accessible 

throughout the whole 
peninsula.


